
HEMMET Photo Instructions



HEMMET instructions:

These are resin and metal bit kits.  They require some cleaning before 
assembly
• Remove pieces from the sprues and clean all pieces
• You will need super glue to assemble these kits



Main HEMMET assembly

Parts for main HEMMET body After cleaning 
glue on 
wheels.

Add smoke 
stack to 
engine 
block Add transmission 

and attach to main 
body and 
undercarriage box

Glue on mirrors to 
cab and then attach 
cab to main body 
assembly

You can have 
only the hatch, 
or full .50 cal
coupla.

Base HEMMET assembly

Attach upright to 
back of engine 
assembly



Flatbed and Gun Truck Version
Flatbed and Gun Truck share many of the same 
pieces and assembly is the same for both.

Parts for 
Flatbed/Gun 
truck. 

Attach flaps to under 
carriage of flatbed/gun 
truck.

Attach control 
box to base of 
crane

Attach supports to base of 
crane

From the bottom, attach 
base of crane to back of 
flat bed.  There is a slot 
for the crane base.  
Attach flaps as shown.  
Then glue to base model 
undercarriage from 
previous steps

Attach crane to 
base.

Finished flat bed should 
look like this



Finished Gun Truck should look like this
Use flatbed instructions for 
bed assembly

Add .50 cal
support poles 
and guns



HEMMET Fueler version

Parts for Fuel 
truck. 

Attach flaps
Attach box behind engine 
compartment

Attach fuel back to main truck
Finished Fuel Truck should look like this



HEMMET Wrecker

Wrecker parts and base 
HEMMET

Attach work area to base HEMMET
Attach flaps 
to rear bed

Attach 
control box 
to rear bed

Attach jacks
Attach jacks to 
base HEMMET

Attach rear deck to 
base HEMMET

Attach crane 
to rear deck Attach Tow bar

support



Attach safety 
lights to rear deck 
and tow bar 
support Attach tow bar assembly

Finished Wrecker should look like this
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